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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a microcomputer which was developed
to compute ground radio beacon position locations using satel-
lite measurements of Doppler frequency shift. Both the compu-
tational algorithms and the microcomputer hardware incorpo-
rating these algorithms are discussed. Results are presented
where this microcomputer in conjunction with the NIMBUS-6
Ii4"1 in Access Measurement System (RAMS) provides
calculation of beacon latitude and longitude.
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SATELLITE DOPPLER DATA PROCESSING
USING A MICROCOMPUTER
1.0 INTRODUCTION
A well established application of near Earth orbiting satellites is the task
of data collection and distribution. If the data is relayed in real-time the col-
lection area is limited to the satellite field of view. For a nominal polar
orbiting 1000 loin altitude satellite such as NIMBUS-G, this corresponds to a
maximum coverage circle of approximately 6000 km in diameter. Since the or-
bital period is on the order of 110 minutes worldwide coverage is obtained at least
every 13 orbits. If the data is stored onboard by means of a tape recorder and
"dumped" on com-niand to the interrogating station, coverage is limited only by
ground beacon deployment. NIMBUS--6 can operate in both onboard storage and
real-time data relay modes. In either case the data format seen by the ground
processing computer is the same.
Ever since launch (June 12, 1975) NIMBUS-6 has been relaying data from a
number of platforms associated with meteorological monitoring balloons and
buoys (Ref. 1, 2, 3). In these applications platform location as well as platform
data (for example, temperature and pressure) are required. The microcom.--
puter discussed in this paper has been evaluated by using both taped data as
well as tying in directly to equipment capable of receiving and demodulating
real-time NMIBUS-6 telemetry and RAMS Doppler frequency data. The teleme-
try decommutation is rather straightforward and will not be discussed at Length.
The Doppler processing for purposes of beacon position determination, is con-
siderably more complex and it is this aspect of the microcomputer which will
be discussed in detail. The same computer technology is directly applicable to
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forthcoming missions such as the near Polar orbiting TIROS-N Satellite Aided
Search and Rescue demonstration. This T111OS -N demonstration, which is
scheduled to begin in early 1981, will relay the Doppler shifted signal from low
power "distress beacons" at 1.21.5, 243 and 406 mHz. In a manner analogous
to the NIMBUS-6 buoy tracking, the ground based computer will combine the
Doppler information with known satellite orbit information to compute the
latitude and longitude of the "distress beacon" (Fief. 4, 5, 6).
2.0 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The radio beacon-to-satellite geometry is as indicated in Figure 1. As will
be shown, the use of geocentric Earth fixed coordinates greatly simplifies the
computational problem. In such a coordinate system the range R, and its time
derivative } .3 can be expressed as:
R2	 (X — Sa) 2 .6 (Y — SY)2 .E. ( Z — 53)2
	
(1)
^^IZ	 )RR	 (X - S O	 (Y _ S2)	 (Z _ Sa)
In practice a constant bias term must also be included in equation 2 to
account for frequency offset. This offset is solved for along with the beacon
position. The beacon coordinates S O S " S 39 are easily transformed to longitude
and geodetic latitude. The satellite coordinates X, Y, Z and corresponding
velocity components X, X, Z, being "Earth Fixed1 ° inherently include the effect
of Earth rotation which is on the order of 7.3 x 10-5 radians/sec.
In the NIMBUS-6 .Rams system the beacon is self timed and transmits at a
nominal 403.2 MHz once per minute for a one second period. The one second
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Figure 1. Beacon-To-Satellite Geometry
transmission includes 320 milliseconds of unmodulated carrier followed by
640 milliseconds of PSli modulated digital data at a 100-bps data rate. For
position location purposes NIA.-LBUS-6 measures the uplink Doppler shifted fre-
quency associated with the unmodulated carrier. With reference again to
Figure 1, the range rate, R, is related to the one way Doppler shifted signal by:
Rf - - C & T
where for NIMBUS-6 RAMS:
f  = beacon trwismit frequency ; 401.2 MHz
R beacon-to-satellite range rate -7 km/sec R ` 7 ling/sec
C - speed of light 3 x 105
 km/sec
As a consequence of this Doppler shift and the frequency tolerance (f5 Knz)
of the platform crystal oscillators, the NI1h1BUS-6 receives a signal somewhere
in a band of ±15 KlIz. This frequency dispersion allows the RAMS system to
track up to 200 beacons during any given satellite pass. Additionally each beacon
is identified by a unique I.D. The ID uses 12 bits of the 64 bits of data trans-
mitted once per minute. Since the transmit frequency of the remote beacon is
seldom knoum to better than a few KHz, the position location algoritlinz must
accurately determine this frequency (or equivalently range rate) bias in order
to compute beacon latitude and longitude. Experience has shown that the com-
puter can recover this frequency bias to u high degree of accuracy (i.e. to better
than a few Hz) even though data from the Doppler curve's point of inflection is
excluded. Figure 2 indicates a typical NIMBUS-6 Doppler pass. The recovered
frequency bias in this particular case was on the order of 2 ISHz. The ordinate
CA
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Figure 2. Typical One Way Doppler Measurement
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labeled "true zero Doppler" corresponds to the time when the beacon-to-sate l-
lite distance was a min imum. It should be reiterated, however, that as a con-
sequence of the least squares algorithm discussed in this paper, Doppler data
in the region of closest approach is not a requirement for frequency bias
recovery.
The overall system configuration used during the microcomputer evaluation
is shown in Figure S. The ground terminal is a NASA prototype of a fully auto-
mated NIMBUS-6/TIROS-N data collection station. For TIROS
-N tracking the
azimuth/elevation antenna drive will be directed by the same microcomputer
which provides platform position location and telemetry data readout.
3.0 COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHMS
The algorithms presented herein apply strictly to stationary platforms.
Any platform motion will of course modify the Doppler signature and if this
motion is left unmodeled a position location error will result. For slowly
moving platforms such as drifting buoys this error is small and position deter-
minations from successive passes can be used to estimate drift velocity.
The error due to unmodeled platform motion can be shown to be
on the order of 0.2 km per km/hour of uncorrected speed. At present the
microcomputer is programmed to provide beacon latitude and longitude based
on either a single pass or two successive satellite passes of Doppler data. For
the single pass solution a minimum of 3 Doppler measurements are required
since . 3 unknowns (latitude, longitude and frequency bias) are solved for. Since
the RAMS Doppler data rate is one measurement per minute, a maximum of
approximately 15 data points per pass can be expected. Any additional informa-
tion such as in situ observations of platform heading or speed, if sent back to
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Figure 3. Overall System
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the microcomputer, can be used to construct a complete time history of position
location over the pass interval.
3.1 A Priori
An "A Priori" or "first guess" of position location must be used as a
starting point for any least squares type of algorithm. The better the initial
estimate the fewer the number of iterations required to obtain a converged
solution. In many cases such as that of a drifting buoy a previous position de-
termination is the obvious choice for a first guess. However, there are cases
when no prior beacon positions are available. One such application is satellite
aided search and rescue where the beacon is associated with a downed aircraft.
In this case, one straightforward approach which works well is simply to	 Al
r1;
let the computer scan a grid of the Earth surface in view of the satellite during	 _.
the Doppler dAta collection interval. Each point on the grid is used successively
as a starting value for the least squares algorithm until one that gives conver-
gence is obtained. Another useful starting position is taken to lie on a great
circle on the Earth's surface perpendicular to the ground track of the satellite;
at the midpoint of the pass. The point on the great circle is selected at some
arbitrary location between the ground track and the radio horizon. If data is	 a;
collected during the time of closest approach (TCA) the following equations can
8
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be solved to obtain an estimate of beacon position:
S2 + S,2 + S3 - a2
Xs 1 + YS2 + is  = XX + Yy + kZ
XS 1 + yS2 + ZS3
 = I 
L a e + P 2 - min I	 ^^)
A spherical Earth is used in this approximation with the geometry indicated
in Figure 4. The satellite coordinates are Earth fixed geocentric and hence in-
clude Earth rotation. The beacon-to-satellite range at time of closest approach
can be approximated (Ref. 7) neglecting the effect of Earth rotation by:
-^2R4R2
_	 P
Tm1n	 V2 +
	 V4 + 2 + 21	 `7j
where:
a = Earth radius
V = satellite speed
h = satellite height
P=a+h
_	 c
R	
- frl f 
and
fd is the slope of Doppler curve at TCA (i.e. maximum slope of Doppler
curve)
Inspection of equations 4, 5, and 6 indicate the intersection of two planes (a
straight line) in turn intersecting a sphere. The two single pass solutions thus
obtained are approximations to the true and to the so called "image" solution.
In the absence of Earth rotation the two solutions would be indistinguishable.
Separation of these two solutions on the basis of Earth rotation effects is dis-
cussed in the neat section entitled "ambiguity resolution".
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Figure 4. Simplified Solution Using Point of
Closest Approach
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Finallyut ll  tlicre are other 3u3oxa accurate but 3t3orc complex approximations
which directly solve the range-rate observational equation independent of the
relative bey eon--to-satellite geometry. Such schemes include the fitting of a
high order polynomial to the data or fitting portions of the data with segments
of pareibolas. However, experience to date indicates that even a crude estimate:,
in error by several thousand kn3, will for most cases result in a converged
least squares solution in 5 iterations or less. The time for computing a typical
10 paint Doppler solution using 5 iterations on the present microcomputer is on
the order of 2 minutes.
3.2 Ambiguity Resolution
For any given satellite pass and beacon--to-satellite geometry there will be
two locations, each at the same orthogrinal distances from the ground trace, where
the range--rate (mid hence Doppler shift) will be zero at TGA. while these 2
Dapples characteristic curves go through zero at the same time, because of
Earth rotation the shape of the two characteristics will be slightly different.
flunce the measured Doppler clata will be best fitted by the calculated Doppler
corresponding; to the side of the true location. On a single satellite pass the true
location can then be separated from the image location by eamparing the RMS
observed -- minus--calculate3d residuals for each side. Simulations have shown
that in the absence of data noise mid in the presence of a well distributed data
scat this distinction is easily made. If two or more satellite passes of data are
available this so called an'tbiguity is resolved simply from geometric considers--
tuns. Some insight into how Earth rotation affects the Doppler characteristics
can be obtained by writing vequations in terms of beacon latitude, q h , and long;!-
tudo, \. As a further simplification assume a spherical Earth or radius 'a'
1T
^^ -4	 .^`, ,_ -,
As per equation (3) the frequency characteristic difference will depend on
the beacon transmission frequency. A somewhat more general approach was
taken via computer simulation and many computer plots of this effect for various
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3.3 Atmospheric Effects
As the signal from the beacon to the satellite traverses the Earth's atnlo-
sphere the Doppler frequency measurement will be altered. The atmosphere.
for purposes of radiowave propagation, can be separated into two parts: the
troposphere (seat level to 30 hill) and the ionosphere (85 lent to 1000 knl). Tropo-
sphere refraction effects ,ire generally frequency independent tip to about 30 Gllz.
Ionospheric refraction is frequency dependent varying inversely as the square
of the operating frequency. The atmospheric bias oil 	 results from a
semining by the ray path through media where the index of refraction is other
than unity. This atmospheric buts is a function of index of refraction along the
path, elevation angle and elevation migle rate.
TROPOSPHERE
if left uncorrected the mx6mum tropospheric induced range rate error is
oil the order of 10 eni/sec (0,13 Hz at 401.2 MIN) for a 1000 kin ap titude circu--
lair orbit satellite. This inaxinlunl effect Will Occur at levy elevation .111, l es for
near overhead passes where elevation angle rates are highest. For systems
such as the RAMS where RAIS frequency noise is oil the order of 0.5 Iiz, this
biasing effect is sniall in comparison. However even a rather simple algorithm
can remove most of this tropospheric bias at elevation tingles above 10° (Ref. 9).
All estimate of rango ripe bias etui be obtained using a series of well established
approximations (Rats. 10, 11). Ill the troposphere the group and phase velocities
are equal in Il111" I1RULIC :ultl Of the same sigh. Tile range rate bills estimate can
thus be Obtained by differentiating tht, expression for ra tige bills with respect to
tinie. If an exponential :atmosphere is assculied the resultant raulge rate bias
estin-Laates caul be quickly derived. That is —
17
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10-"	 3 n Kai	 NK 10_s
	
\R	 ^^	 N c^°k1'dh
	
`	 sit E	 y	 k sii1 Ee
Where:
n K = 1 + N,  (10") surface index of refraction
	
N .,	 350
	E	 line-of-sight elevation angle beacon--to-satellite
k deeny factor = 1.6 \ 10 -4 meters-I
mid
'.1R
	
'.\R .? E	 ^N,, ( 10-6 ) cos E^
\R %
	t	 zE )t	 k si^^=E
	
E
Nov the elevation rate corresponding to an overhead circular pass can be
written as:
(10)
(11)
(1?)^Wg1
t ?nl1
	
11`
11 2 Sin e E
where
L	 elevation rata (positive sign for increasing elevation)
h	 satellite height = 1000 kni
a = earth radius = 6378 km
..is
 ., satellite angular rate - 10- 3 radians./sec
For the values indicated the elevation angle rate is 1.4 (10 +3 ) radians/see at
10° elevation and as previously stated using equation 11 the range rate bias is
seen to be approximately -10 em/see. As the elevation angle approaches 000
(i.e. directly overhead) the troposphere range rate bias tends to zero.
is
y
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IONOSPHERE
A simi lar approxi mation cats Also be derived for the ionospher ic Doppler
effect (Ref. 12). For frequencies above aibout 100 ^1111z the index of refraction
within the ionosphere can be expressed As:
iY, to
	40.3 N,
1	 ^ 11 Illy y	 ^ _
	
f
Where:
N l
 - Electron density (electrons • nle:ter,)
e	 Electron charge - 1.602 \ 10 -1`} Coulombs
m	 Electron mass	 9.11 i 10-11 lcilogrwns
Free space theleetric constant
8.855 \ 10- - ftmids - meter
f (rndkuls see)
It should be nowd that within the ionosphere the index of refraction is less
t.11M: unit) • WILL durin1; a -i%-011 satellite patss this results in at Doppler Was of
opposite sign relative to tropospheric: bi:} s. The following expression inclUdes
n correction for horizontal gradieut effects (e,n. day--to- night transitions) if
information regarding the chwi a in vertical electron content, 1,, is wvniktble in
terms of the Ioctl CIOVatiun a11l 11 le. E*, At the heigllt of elec tron density nl;lxi-
`	 n^tu^l, lf^„•
11ORIZONTAL
GRADIENT
40, 
f
3 I co s E*	 r'	 I	 ^ I Tti,1
.__
	
E* - Ji metcrs - aet	 (1 l)
sin = E	 d
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t o
where:
1400 KM
IV =	 NC dh (Electrons/meter2)
8 5 KAI
f = frequency of transmission (Hz)
E* = local elevation angle of line-of-sight at height of maximum density
E* = local elevation angle rate of line-of-sight at height of maximum
density (radians/sec)
and from geometric considerations
E* = arecos
a
 } h cos E]	 (15)
m
where:
a = Earth radius (or spheroid radius of curvature if available —
appendix A2.2)
hm = height of maximum electron density = 350 km
E = elevation angle at beacon
E* = local elevation angle at hm
* _ ^a E sill E
E	
1
a + h.	 2	
t^	 (lfi)
a1 -
	
	 COS 2.E
a + hm
where:
E = elevation angle rate as observed at beacon
E* = elevation angle rate at h,
20
The vertical integrated electron content can vary between 10 16 and 1018
electrons/meter z depending on geographical location, season, time of day, sun
spot cycle and so on. The continuously updated NASA world ionospheric model
developed for providing ionospheric corrections to NASA tracking data is one
source of integrated content values for offline corrections to beacon data. The
expression given by equation 14 can be used to provide estimates of maximum
ionospheric effects. For purposes of comparison with tropospheric effects a
ground elevation, E, of 10 0 is again assumed along with a ground elevation rate,
E, of 1.40 x 10' 3 radians/sec. Atypical daytime vertical integrated content of 3 x 10 17
electrons/meter 2 with no horizontal gradient is also assumed. Using the fore-
going, this results in a maximum 401.2 MHz range-rate bias of 35 em/sec
(Doppler bias -0.5 Hz). At 100 1V1Hz this bias increases to 6 meters/sec
(Doppler bias -2 Hz).
Since system frequency measurement resolution will typically be 1 Hz or
better, an ionospheric correction in the 100 MHz region is imperative. At
400 MHz and above, such a correction is optional but should be included if full
system capability is to be realized. While the atmospheric effect has been re-
ferred to as a bias, it actually has a time varying characteristic over the full
satellite pass. It therefore cannot be as easily solved for as, for example, the
oscillator frequency offset which is nearly constant over the satellite pass.
Using beacon frequencies higher than 400 MHz will further reduce iono-
spheric Doppler effects. However, if simple Low gain (and hence broadbeam)
antennas are used at both satellite and beacon to optimize coverage (Ref. 13), a
nominal link frequency of 400 MHz is probably a good choice.
21
3.4 Orbit Update Procedure
Accurate recovery of the unknown beacon's coordinates is directly dependent
on the accuracy of the reference orbit. In practice it is found that the absolute
accuracy of the reference orbit deteriorates with time resulting in a corre-
sponding degradation in the accuracy of the recovered beacon coordinates. The
most significant error in the reference orbit is the one associated with the
"along track" error. This error may be thought of as an error in the mean
anomaly or alterr+atively, as an error in the epoch time of the reference orbit.
Using Doppler dato. from a beacon of known position the orbit update procedure
solves for this "ala_ig track" error and corrects the reference orbits epoch
time accordingly. Each range rate (Doppler) observation is considered to be a
function of the reference orbit's epoch time T, and the range rate bias B. The
linearized observational equation is then given by,
R°- R	 aT .^T + B	 (17)
where,
R° = observed range rate
R = "computed" range rate — based on reference epoch T, and beacon
position
?R
T = partial derivative of "computed" range rate with respect to epoch
time T.
-^T = correction to epoch time T
AB = correction to range rate bias
As a practical matter the partial derivative is computed numerically as a
first difference, — that is,
22
	x	 n ( T + ^T) - R(T)
	
T	 AT	 (18)
Experience has shown that for the geometries considered in this paper, a value
of i^T equal to one second is a satisfactory interval when using the approxima-
tions indicated by equations 17 and 18. The quantities AT and AB are then
solved for using the method of least squares. Each data point is processed for
inclusion in a set of normal equations designed to yield the updated orbit solu-
tion. Let N represent the 2 by 2 normal matrix with elements N, . The four
matrix elements are evaluated (e.g. Ref. 24) as follows:
X02
N 11	 ^ 1^ ,^ ]
m= S	 J
	
^^	 (19)
	
N t2	 Net^T
	
M = S	 m
N 22 = number of data points - n
and,
Ntt	 Nit
N
Net	 N22
h
similarly the 2 by 1 matrix
C =	 [.C1 c2 1 r
is evaluated as:
23
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1 ^l Ru .,. 
Ri m 	 1•^	 ^_	 l s, _ 1\^^tt	 (20)
	
nt ^ l	 m	 tit' l
Again 11.11 sums are carried over till it d11ta points singe a separate linvariv.ed
equation exists at onch	 till1e.
'1'lle least. Squares solutiutl is obtaine(i by salving t.ltis nortllal system tlf
lilltl:ir Mill tttiotlt; lul4l iti given by,
N 
tuld filially, '1'	 'I'tt t- .\1' rulcl H
	
1:30 +	 . li
represent the current solution valuer (T tl and l3tt bt.),ng• irlitiltl vahws) which are
u:ted as startittl; valups for the next it.erat-ion. This itt'vative process is con-
sidered to have cOn 01" I'eti m-livn the absolute vahte of lilt , VV and X13 corrvvtiolls
are accep tably small.
This newly solved for value of Orbit opoell titllt , 1'. is then used to tll ► ilate the
reference orbit oil all subsequent soluticros for unknown beacon lovations. A
defitlite i till) rovelllellt ill tilt• recovery Of beat-otl c-001-ditutte:, reSullS it' thib IWO-
cedure is used oil mach o rbital pass. '.l'his .requires that tat least snit, reference
beacon be av<titable un each Bliss. The procetlure itself is 1111to lli ttit', tilt, only
information needt'd 1s the idt+ntltication number of tilt, surve yed ill rt,forenvc
beacon which as a matt-et. 411 Colivellictiv ` C . Ul be lovated at t11e site reeviving tilt,
atellitc, relayetl Doppler (lath.
3.1.
t
s
3.5 Ervor Sources
The accuravy or bo:lcon posit ion location computations will be influcnecd by
Ikop}llel• cl:lta quality atld quantity;	 nw! :lcrut•ticy of
satellite oplic lilt' v is. lllc,ws for tlpgrating the satellite ephollicris gore dis-
elisst'd ill flit` I rovious section, Excol.tt tot, the lical' overhead pass case, satcl-
litc posit ion errors coup le :t})Ill'0xll11atC'l1' illtt) eLjllil':llC1lt !W.M'itl) 1108it,1011 01'1'1)1'1.
That is if the orbit is well dottwillilled (Icnowil'within tells cif lllcters) tilt' remtri--
lnitiola to position location ervor will be in the tells of lectors. l'rrur studies
(e.g. liel'. l'l) indie:lte, however. for the near 0certiead erase p osition location
errors heci)me as larg'v its toll tillics tile sn ollitc position error.
l -lopplel' data })t act° ss ing exileriellc'c' has shown that tilt' the s ingle Mss (•ittie,
honcon hvi= ht :lt)ovo the' gooid is gencralll' not 0bsetwnb1e. It earl bo s hown that
this orl'or tr:ulslates into : a I)0sitiun 011.01 . 3111Wt)xinlale4^' o(Iu,al t.o tilt' hright
lltic'et't.:liittl' ll111Itil)lic'(l b)' 1 :111 t., 11'hel'c l': is tilt` l)eaL'0ll-tO-^@1atc 1 IlitO elol':ltic)ll
:atlp,lc`. It' nlot'e than t)Ik' })Asti of data is available from :1 SlatiOnttry beacon,
height call lie solved for :11011" Nvitll lalitl.ulc, ltm};ituti.e and frequency Was. The
millimmil lili111hor of il:.lta poillts rc'tluireLl lot- a. position detormillatioll will of
(10111.'se c'clu:ll ills' dumber of ultl.ut ems Whig tit)1wd for.
The data quality is tiovvrnctl by stieh fnvu)t • 5 as time' tag .accuracy alid
fl%1(j1lt • nc'y stability tlll'oughout the system. Time tat;' errors couple in t1'ructly
a.ml iry imUstiriplishabir front id ong tract: orbit et • 1•t r. . For exa mp le. a
0.1 sec'tincl till, c'l • r0r is equivalvilt in offeel to :ul 700 liletcr %long track error
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since the spacecraft velocity is approximately 7 tall :;L'C. The N1MBUS-6
`1'11'ERLE/11Ai115 system was designed fl)l• :l 15 kill s ilagle` PASS llt)Sitiull aC'etl r;rry
,uld hence it Lillie t:at ., .acctkv.JQ^ of 10.1 sceunciS vas :kcle`yuutQ. The 'TIROS--N
t,illlc tag for :ul equ ivalent Doppler tracking; systein will be i.0.010 seMndS,
Another inlport;ult factor is the overall frequency Stability including beacon
i,
tr:ulsnlitter azul lilt IlcArocly'ninkr Oscillators lip through tilt average freque'lley
measurement. liea ncrally tllc ltt\llti sySLe'111 g)i'uvi(leS Slkfficie'nt Linda (O. g. 10 Or
more Doppler points at it idle per minute rate) such that the noise (tyg)icully` i
0.5 liz at 4111,' 11111x) ;wd the y solved for p ins Offset (typically several KIIv,) are
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k	 .
(if little ur no consequence' ill terms of ioe • .l.ti0n ncclir.a.e• y. '1'11c Wise is avel-a. e•Li
by the least squares fitting to hllililkl' ;l.11tl t he bi.ls iS e';l:.11l extl%lc'tC 'Ll ti) Withill
system resolution va.luos (1 1 llx), however li) ig term osc'ilhitor drift, which
ell.ulg;'es the slope of tile lh)ppler curve, will introduce position e rro s. Both
sinlul;atiolas null error alialyies hulic• nate that tile R.,WS Sensit ivity to frequency'
drift fOr a full DL)pplc`r cl:ktt.l Sp-MI Can be estimated by .Y simple c^pl'rs :lull c.lc'^
(Weed frc)m all approximate diffv vent iat.ion of equation (7) namely:
meters	 (21.)t. i.	 CON E	 i' 1, cos I.
1w lie, rv:
	AS	 All	 lw^iticnl e'rrc)r (ule^tc'rs)COS l':
	
1l► 	 beacoll-to-satellite 01'ror (rllote'rs)
	
C
	 speed of linht (me'ters^`sec)
	
f.k,	 '.:.::aC01a iloillinal lYeChlellel' (llx)
	
.^f	 frequency drift (lIt sec)
	L	 beaeon--to-satellite elevation
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V	 saivIlile spool	 7.35 x 10 ,1 meters . sec
li	 1\'11tL':}l 111 ,1\illllltli ac`eelel't} t.iU11	 95 lmete rs'scc
ltd' ohscrving; ellangies in frvquency bi as o11 consecutive ptl';.;,vs, Af has bVell
obst'l •v0d to he typically l lir, lx.'r tOOO seconds for the RAMS system. Thn ox-
pvcted position error vorresponding to such a drift tit .101.2 Alllz for a TCA vic-
vatio ll of -15" will t.ilt , refore by oil thv ontor c-of 100 metel-s. At a `1 CA alevation
of M)" this crrur WOUld incrt't1t;r to 11011 lnetrl'S.
Thc' effect of the tI till osphere is to chango the slopo of the Dot plor curve and
ill this setlsa' intro(lnces an crrol • in 1K)M ioll location vt'l;y .illlilar to 111:1t due to
fl•cLluc' 1C.N^ drift.	 P01- c•Xt11111)lt`, 116 illLiir.lttd ill file 1 roviolms sectioll, an iono-
Spheric c\t'ttI-,toll of t,2 IL.. at '100 M117 call vas il.y be expeelvd fora twat ovrr-
'1vad 11:1titi. if this ch :}ng;c tx'L'ttt s over :1 tylaic:ll ltltll} scrond 1)tlss all "equiva-
lent til • ifl" of 0. 00 .1 llz, .4ov is exportoneed. Putting; this value into equation 21.
:111d:1ssullltalg;:1'1 CA olev:atitlllof 80" indicalk's an expoetetlposition e rror of  km.
At	 MHz this etit't• t fo r all 1t1le0l` 1'cVtt'rl cltlytilllt` i0110ti1.)herV ("VC'lllil',1110 11t,
drift" o f 0.001 ll •'See) :1114 tllt` sanit' };t`ometry \\wind  lit., on the order of 0.4 kill.
It ovoll :a 11omillal co rrootioll is 111:1tiv btlsecl u1)()il (qu;ltit)n 14 this erl•tar c an be
rOtilleed to 30 1" of th e 1111col'1`ec'tetl \tune. A two fl vqut`llc^y svht` nle such as.
:lssovi:.1tt'rl with the Ntivy Transit systvin can be omployod to provide rVal--titllt'
ionospheric correctiolls Nvhieh evon during;' ilig;h solar ,jetivit y reduce flits error
to :1 v:tlut' ()It ortlel' of 1t) 111vtc'rs (lief. 15), if only n portion o f tilt, Doppler
elt ► •vc is used for 1)clsitiotl d0ormination the error clue to frv quency drift ts- re-
klucetl. llomevvi . in this vasc tile' pt).itiol l t'rrol• titre to d:1t.:1 nt)ise irn'ronses to
tilt' 0\Ivllt that tretlueney noitie often bovo111es the 111'et1milillalit ti sloth error
SUU1•E'e.
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-I.0 MICROC'OMPUTE'R DESC"lill"HON
Ever since tho 11175 N11111US -li h11111h, tho coluptltlttions t • c'lltlil •c`li fot' llos i°
tion location of buoys, meteorological balloolls, :tnc} cltlle t e^.perimentitl platforms
using the NIMBUS-ii ltANIS sys tvill have p een stwevssfully carric(l out tlsing a
centrally located conventional ,, guest purpose t'onlputer. Doppler position
location y}'titetlls Similar to thc N1illt;L I S--6 schenic,
 lvill be carried by one or
111o1•e of the forthcomin",
 scric's kit' '1111OS-N spaceertlft. '.file TIROS-N platform
11101lit01'ill"' .ni ti I1clsllioll l ocation systom will be ilpplieci to both usor com munity
l lAC.orins :111c1	 })e;Ic1111" loe: ► tiol.ls clul'ing the Sat-ellito Aided tie:11 • 4,11 : I rlki
Rescue Dvillonstrat.ioil. Much inicrest llcl,,: been expi'vsseci key the NASA user
l'01111 1 11111it1' ill be ill"' a111e to set Up loll cost tel'lllillcllti c:11:1111e of 1•e1,-c1 i\-inL :Illli
procossin N11IBUS-6 WId TMOS-.N to`lenletl'y :110 D0111.11c`t • ci,tt;t dirCetl\' It the
Iiser°t; , it%'. It is ili otirect response to this; user rtoeci tll,lt the tlrotutype nli. ro
comptltcl ^Iesc'1'illeci in this p;.111e1' 11 :IS dVVVlollc'd. '1 •he I'ccluireit 101V cost. com-
pact, anti reliable computer fatc • i}ity sttit.1111e for :.1 self cclnt.linc`c1 tzsc`r ter11lill<11
has been made possible thl • ou;"11 the ;.11IVOIlt of l: l r^,c sc;tte intctir:ttll+n (l,til1
inicroolectrtlnie C'irC'llitS (.1tet. 16) WIWI%' th11t1S,111L1S Of Cirelllt elelllentti :lI'e ill°
te-r:tte + 1 in One chip. For example typic;tl Rallclom-Access illenlory (HAM) c'hitfs
measurin.; 3 try 5 millimctc`.l'S I1roVide :111 c'cluil':llcnt Of of-er 16,000 tr;tllaititol-S
M'tlerc c.I.c'h "lt:tnsistor cell" is c;.tpalble Of St:orilln one binary bit of illforill;ttiotl
(.lief. 17).
Ill such chins the tilll.e recluil'e1I tO trt •itc one flit in an arbitrary
loc •^tioll or to read it out is nbout 200 lltulclsecoMIS. The renl:lincier of this
ti011 N\'ill cii,c: lls, hall' such t SI chips XNI'Ve illterconllcctecl :ulci I1l'oE;'1':tlnnlell to
t1c`I- r- 1 1`111 tilt` StWC&C t lSk Of Qo111ptitill" ire:ll• 1111 I41titttl{e :Ulll 1 11n^itlitIC nSillr
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satellite observed Doppler frequency data and the known satellites orbit as input.
Nicrocomputer alphanumeric output has been obtained using either a standard
teletype printer or a cathode ray tube readout. The microcomputer input has
been successfully interfaced and accepted data in a variety of ways including:
paper tape via the teletype terminal; teletype keyboard; American Standard Code
for Information Interchange (ASCII) keyboard for direct manual entry; cas-
sette tape recorder output; and direct real time tin in to a NIXIBUS--6 telemetry
receiver. The next few sections will discuss the Central Processing Unit,
Memory_ quid Input-Output Peripherals of the NIMBUS-6/TIROS-N position loca-
tion microcomputer. The total power requirement for this microcomputer is
on the order of 7 watts (+5 V at 1.2 A and +12 V at 0.1 A).
The basic block diagram of the microcomputer and interface is shown in
Figure S.
4.1 Central Processing Unit
Every computer requires some type of central processing unit (CPU) where
the actual computing is carried out. The CPU usually controls all the operations
of the computer. Computers designed as recently as ton years ago used CPUs
consisting of rows of printed circuit boards requiring a fairly large enclosure
t	 to house all CPU related components. Today the entire CPU can reside on a
single LS1. microprocessor chip (Ref. 18 ) . At present there are over 50 different
mieroprocessor chips on the market (Ref. 19). In the position location micro-
computer the particular LSI chip incorporated is the 40 pin MOS Technology,
Inc. type NICS 6502 which incorporates an 8 bit data bus (Ref. 20). This chip
provides a 16 pin address bus and therefore is capable of addressing up to 2"
or 65,536 bytes of memory where a byte by definition consists of 8 bits. The
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Figure 8. Basic Position Location Microcomputer and Interface
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term "bit" refers to anything that can be assigned a binary value of 0 or 1. The
h1CS6002 has the basic timing oscillator and clock driver on chip, thus eliini-
tinting; the need for tin external high level two-phase clock generator, This CPU
chip can be used with tin externally generated time base consisting of dither a
transistor-transistor logic (TTL) level single-phase clock, crystal oscillator,
or RC network. In this application an external time base consisting of a 1 MHz
crystal oscillator is used to generate the required two phase clock pulses.
Nominal clock pulse width is 430 nsec. As in most microcomputer systems,
the tinting of all data transfers is controlled by the system clock. Tile clock
itself is actually two Lion- over tapping; square waves. This "two-phase" clock
system essentially provides two consecutive positive going switching pulses
whore the address lines goad road-write commands fire set tip during; the first
pulse mid data is trtunsferred (either read or write) during the second pulse.
There are also two interrupt input lines to the microprocessor. The pri-
nary purpose of these lines is to permit a triode of operation which xninimizes
the computer time spent in interrogating input peripheral devices turd rending
out via output peripheral devices except during times of specific interest.
The internal organization of the processor can be split into two sections.
In general, the instructions obtained from program niamory are executed by
implementing a series of data transfers in the "register section" of the chip.
The control lines which actuaily caused the data transfers to take place tire
generated in the "control section".
Instructions enter the processor on the data bus, are latched into the ili-
stxuction register, and tire then decoded along with tithing signals to generate
the register control signals.
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The timing control unit keeps track of the specific cycle being executed.
Each data transfer which takes place in the register section is caused by
decoding the contents of both the instruction register and the timing counter.
Additional control lines which affect the execution of the instructions are derived
from the Interrupt logic and from the Processor Status register. The Interrupt
logic controls the processor interface to the interrupt inputs to assure proper
timing, enabling, sequencing, etc. which the processor recognizes and services.
The Processor Status register contains a set of latches which serve to con-
trol certain aspects of the processor operation, to indicate the results of pro-
cessor arithmetic and logic operations, and to indicate the status of data either
generated by the processor or transferred into the processor from outside.
The real work in the microprocessor is carried out in the register section
of the chip. At 1 MHz, the data ^owing into the processor from the program
memory, the data memory, or from peripheral devices, appears on the data bus
during the last 100 nanoseconds of the second (or phase two) positive clock pulse.
No attempt is made to actually operate on the data during this short period. In-
stead, it is simply transferred into the input data latch for use during the next
cycle. The data latch serves to trap the data on the data bus during each Phase
Two pulse. It can then be transferred onto one of the internal busses and from
there into one of the internal registers. For example, data being transferred
from memory into the "accumulator" will be placed on the internal data bus and
will then be transferred from the internal data bus into the accumulator. If an
arithmetic or logic operation is to be performed using the data from memory
and the contents of the accumulator, data in. the input data latch will be trans-
ferred onto the internal data bus as before. From there it will be transferred
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into the "arithmetic logic unit" (ALU). At the same time the contents of the
accumulator will be transferred onto a bus in the register section -and from
there into the second input to the ALU. The results of the arithmetic or logic
operation will be transferred back to the accumulator on the next cycle by trans-
ferring first onto the bus and then into the accumulator. All of these data trans-
fers take place during the Phase One clock pulse. There is also a "program
counter" which provides the addresses which sequentially step the processor
through instructions in the program which resides in. memory.
The accumulator is a general purpose 8-bit register which sorts the results
of most arithmetic and logic operations. In addition, the accumulator usually
contains one of the two data words used in these operations.
All logic and arithmetic operations take place in the ALU. However, the
ALU cannot store data for more than one cycle. If data is placed on the inputs
to the ALU at the beginning of one cycle, the result is always gated into one of
the storage registers or to external memory during the next cycle. Each bit of
the ALU has two inputs. These inputs can be tied to various internal busses or
to a logic zero; the ALU then generates the SUM, AND, OR, etc. function using
the data on the two inputs. The "stack pointer" and the two "index registers"
each consist of 8 simple latches. These registers store data which is to be used
in calculating addresses in data memory. The address bus buffers consist of a
set of latches and TTL compatible drivers. These latches store the addresses
which are used in accessing the peripheral devices (ROM, RAM, and INPUT/
OUTPUT).
The microprocessor accesses position of memory for program instructions
and ( i to perform the overall computer function.
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4.2 Data and Program Memory
DATA
The memory section of the microcomputer is in two distinct segments. The
data which consists of the Doppler measurements performed by the satellite as
it passed over the radio beacon is stored in 4 k bytes of Random Access Memory
(RAM). The term 'random access" means that any word in the memory may be
accessed without having to go through all the other words to get to it. The only
drawback of RAM memory is that when power is lost from the chip all memory
content is lost.
The Doppler data is loaded into the computer in any of a number of ways
including: punched paper tape via the teletype, magnetic tape, real time NIMBUS-6
receiver tie in or manual entry via the keyboard. Also stored in this memory
bank are the coordinates and velocity of the satellite at some epoch time near
the time of data collection. As indicated in section 3.4 the microcomputer has
the capability of refining this orbit if Doppler data from one or more reference
beacons is available. The satellite position and. velocity over the Doppler pass
are computed at the time of each data point and the memory need only store the
6 numbers representing the satellite state vector at one point in time. In addi-
tion to this "data storage" the RAM also provides a certain amount of "working
storage". This is required for such things as storage of intermediate results in
arithmetic operations and peripheral output data storage. The RAM of the posi-
tion location microcomputer discussed in this paper consists of 32 type 2102.
RAM chips, where each chip has 1024 bits of memory.
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PROGRAM
Program algorithms are those discussed in the body of the paper and the
appendix. Originally as the position location least squares program evolved,
it was loaded into RAM using a cassette type magnetic tape. After the program
design was achieved it was loaded into Read Only Memory (ROM} chips or more
correctly into an Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory (EPROM). These
particular chips are permanently programmed by means of a T °PROM Programmer
Unit". The memory can only be erased after a several minute exposure under a
special high intensity ultraviolet light. Once erased, the chips can be reprogram-
med. This particular program memory consists of eight type 2708 EPROMs
where each EPROM chip contains 1024 bytes of storage for a total program
storage of 8192 bytes.
It should be mentioned that a complete floating point math pack of subrou-
tines is included in the EPROM to allow evaluations of all arithmetic algorithms
including multiplication, division, trigonometric and exponential functions.
The overall floating point microcomputer precision is 12 decimal digits which
is more than adequate for this particular application.
4.3 Input-Output Peripherals
As already suggested a wide variety of peripherals can be interfaced with
the microcomputer. Figure 9 shows the microcomputer interfaced with a key-
board and CRT video display. Figure 10 shows a close up of the printed circuit
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Figure 9. Position Location Microcomputer
Figure 10. AIicrocomputer Printed Circuit Cards
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cards which make up the microcomputer along with the required d.c. power
supply. One important consequence of this position location microcomputer
development is a demonstration of the relative ease with which such a computer
can be interfaced with the "outside world". The controlled transfer of data and
program information between the processor and numerous peripheral devices
(i.e. "handshaking") has been carried out. in fact, a Cross Assembler was
used where output from a DEC PPP 11-40 directly programmed the EPROM in
the microcomputer. Whenever changes were to be evaluated, a new EPROM
was plugged in and programmed. When the program was considered obsolete
the EPROM was erased using ultraviolet light and hence made ready for future
programming. Of course, certain portions of the programming such as the
"math pack", once checked out required no further modification. The computa-
tion time for a typical Doppler pass of 15 data points over a 10 minute observa-
tion interval is typically 20 seconds per least squares iteration. Usually 3
iterations are sufficient to provide a converged or final solution. The computer
recognizes the platform identification I-D (as contained in the telemetry) of each
platform and sequentially stores the data in RAM as it comes. As many as 50
platforms may be tracked at any given time by NIMBUS-G. Once the data is
collected the operator "punches up" the I-D of those platforms he is interested
in computing positions for. The microcomputer then scans the data portion of
the RAM for one particular 1-D and at each data time computes the satellite
position and velocity as well as the partial derivatives required for the least
squares solution (see appendix). Once all the partials and satellite vectors have
been computed for a given beacon the solution is obtained and printed out in
adnhanumerics either on teletype or CRT. Then the computer goes on to the
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next I-D and so on. Experience has shown that given the stone Doppler data set
and orbit information the microcomputer computes the same (to 8 significant
figures) position as much larger general purpose machines such as the IBM 360-
95 or the DEC PDP11-40. Finally, if the input data is stored on punched paper
tape, an optical reader has been shown to be an ideal low cost way to rapidly
read in information to the microcomputer HAM. In this mode the data is read
in as fast as the tape moves under an illuminating lamp.
5.0 NIMBUS-6 ]RESULTS
Numerous RAMS type beacon location computations have been performed
using the position location microcomputer. Also along tract: corrections to the
nominal NIMBUS-6 orbit have been made using the reference 401.2 MHz beacon
located at GSFC, Greenbelt, II{Iaryland. The NIMBUS-6 spacecraft is tracked by
the NASA Minitrack interferometer tracking network. The "definitive orbits"
using this angle tracking data are provided about two weeks after the data is
taken and are accurate to better than a few hundred meters. Long term (one
month or more ) orbit predictions for antenna pointing and data acquisition pur-
poses will be significantly less accurate. In either case real time orbit im-
provements can be realized using one or more reference beacons. In fact, if
several such reference beacons are deployed, a real time geometric solution
can be made and the need for orbit data is obviated.
Figure 11 presents some typical beacon location results using the NIMBUS-6
IRANIS system and position location microcomputer. These particular passes
were handled in real time -- that is, as soon as the data was recorded the posi-
tion location computations were performed.. It has been observed that the
V
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SINGLE PASS DIFFERENCE
PLATFORM NIMBUS^6 BEACON POSITION LOCATION FROM REFERENCE
AT
DATA
! © ORBIT GEOGRAPHICAL AREA (DEGREES) (DEGREES) NOISENUMBER
LATITUDE	 LONGITUDE .L LAT.	 L LONG, Of)
C4
171 7853 GULF OF MEXICO 26.014	 -93.476 0,004	 0.016 1,3
722 1863 GULF OF MEXICO 30,090	 -$8447 0.003	 0.401 12
117 7864 GREENBELT, MARYLAND 39MS	 76 .823 0.005	 0.043 15
Figure 11 Typical Position Location Results
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APP,ENMX
The following relationships a-re programmed atong with the "math package"
in sectors of tiac? ill ie rocomputo r ENHO.n•1 axad are called tap as requIrml. The
paaxtivular aaiaatlaom atic'a.l relation called up will ilepend on the type hiput being;
provided. For example if tho satellite Orbit Information is already giveia in
gooccaatrir. Earth fixed voordinatos the Earth rotation matrix computation will
not taco used and no ern. `l'hc, rtvsirvd beacon position is :always In Eaartla fixed
voorc hult,os (i.e. latitude mid l umigitude) and once the satellite position and
voloolty wire exprossocl in Eaartla fixed coordinates the time varying :singe rate
(Doppler) botween be.lacon Witt saitellito is vasily oxpressed (e.g;. u(Iuation 2).
Conventional voorkhnat,v transformations (ltc?f. 21) atrv, Incorporated in the
a nic-rocomixator. A least. squaarcts (Refs, 22, 23, 24) toohnique is applied in tlaer,
.l,ataa rtaittVlion to €issuve lalaxinatataa position lovatioll accuraavy.
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A.3 COORDINATE S1'4'1•EMS
A.1. 1 Gooeoutric Inertial of Data (Cartesian)
This systm has its origin at the vuxxter of the Earth. The a tuul v a.Nes Ito
in the equatorta.l plaule With the it axis towards the vornal equinox of date. Tho
W wxls is Positive throug;lx the north pole, quid Ow v axis in at dirvetion such tluat
It right lu€anded comlianaato systum i•; formed,
.\.1.:; Ovoctmitric Ea vtli Fixed (C;,'ar tesim)
Tho origin of this ar-stall ins also at talc.+ conter of Ox , Lieaarffi. As in tliv
(loof-'entric Inertial Systom t1w x and v wws lice in they
 oquxtortal phuie howovkw
the x a -i s Paasso throug.1l flit' GrE7mwivIi morid iaan. The positive x; dircetion is
aig alxx dixvioted tmvaarclat tho north pule and tho direction of tho y taxis is eon-
sistolt with as right ha mled coordinato systv.m.
A.; COORDINATE "lUANSFC)1i11ATIONS
Gcmc ontrie hint-tial to Civocontric± l.xaat-th Fixett
The transformation is i ivon b
LL
L	 ^y
Where, is the au 9k, btahvven the line formed from the centaur cif the Earth to
tho true vernal equinax fluid tliv Cxoi)eentx'ic Eltrth fL\eii t axis.
r ? is usually tavaailaable as;
in atl of the above:
	
ms to	 sing	 0
A(0
	 sin 0	 cos 0	 0	 A-3
L 0	 0	 1 1
	
Sill L	 0
cossin z^L	 0	 A-4
	0 	 0	 0—
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A.2.2 Geodetic Latitude and Longitude to Geocentric Earth Fixed
The Earth shape mid beacon location parameters are as follows:
a _ equatorial radius of Earth reference spheroid
e - reference spheroid eccentricity
4, _ geodetic latitude of beacon (positive north)
= longitude of beacon (positive east)
h height of beacon above reference spheroid
Let .- represent the Magnitude of the radius of curvature in the plane of the
prime vertical then:
a
(.1 ' t' 2
 Sill' ^}
and the beacon ' s geocentric coordinates are given by:
S I 	(: } h) Cos ^ coos \
S-, - (;.
	 11) Cos .4 Sill \
	
A-5
S, - [: (1 — c,I) + h] sits 4-
A.2.3 Geocentric Earth fitted to Local Elevation
The atmospheric corrections (section 3.3) require computation of local
elevation, E, and local elevation angle rate, E. E and E are obtained as follows:
.for the local topocentric Earth fixed eartesia n coordinate system I' l , E' I t E1.3;
+ 2=E	 t't1I1- ^ I' 3 ( 11 1 I^  )	 A-(?
7	 ^
E	 E !' t
	
E !' 2 + ^ lE !' 3	 A-7
1
i
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E .
#' t 	S1
C 2E 2	 = M y " Sz	
A-S
!' 3	 z - S3
where x, y, z and 8 11 S 21 S31 are Geocentric Earth fixed coordinates corre-
sponding to the satellite and beacon respectively. And the rotation matrix M is
given by:
	
- sink	 Cos !X	 0
M =	 - sin p cos k	 - sink sin .1	 Cos 0	 A-9
	
-
Cos 't
 
cos	 cos 4` sin \	 sin 4^
also since the beacon is Earth fixed:
	
it-	 -k-
	
i 2	 M y	 A--10
	
E 3	 z
which permits E to be computed as:
E -
	
	 -	 A-11
R2 ( f i + Ez^,
where the slant range, R,. is computed from
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A.3 LINEAR LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION FOR BEACON LONGITUDE
AND GEODETIC LATITUDE
The least squares approach incorporated in the microcomputer is conven-
tiomd in that the equation of observation (equation 2 of text plus a constant bias
term) is linearized. The result is a set of linear equations equal to the number
of Doppler data points. In general the number of points (hence, equations) will
exeeed the number of unknowns which in this case is three (latitude, longitude
and range rate bins). The procedure outlined in the following indicates how this
set of linear equations are reduced to a new set, naively; the normal equations,
where the number of equations equals the number of unknoulis. The solution of
the normal equations in the microcomputer is achieved in a predetermined
number of iterations (usually 3). The resultant least squares solution is con-
sidered to have converged when successive iterations alter the result by an
amount less than that attributable to data noise.
By expanding the equation of observations in a Taylor's series about the
a priori position and neglecting higher order terms;
aR	 ?R
R°	 R(,;^n\a Bu) } awn (4' - . ^Cl )	 a, (\ - \ o } I M3 ( l3 - BO ) A-I31
where
RQ . the observed range rate (Doppler)
R = computed range rate based on current estimate (a priori) of beacon
(see section 3.1)
a = initial geodetic latitude
\q w initial longitude
B0 = initial estimate of range rate bias
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On the first iteration values of ,ra and ka are generally available to within a
few hundred km based on prior knowledge obtained in such ways as crude
a priori calculation, satellite field of view and so on. Also on the first iteration
the initial guess of the bias B. is taken to be zero. The new values of gyp, X, and
B obtained after the first iteration are then used as a priori P o , ka and BQ for
the second iteration. This process is repeated until the solution has converged.
The foregoing equations can be rewritten in terms of the 3 variables AP, 1h
and A B. That is —
1R = R AcP + 3 A  + 3R AB	 A-14
where
1R = R^ - R or residuals which will be minimized as the fit improves
%^ = 4" -o = computed adjustment to a priori geodetic latitude
_ X - ,"'a = computed adjustment to longitude
^.B B - B0 = computed adjustment to range rate bias (B4 taken to be zero
on first iteration)
In the above R is computed on each iteration based on the current estimate
as obtained from the previous iteration — that is,
(x- SOx + (Y —S 2 )Y + (z- SOz
R =	
+ B 	A-15
ll
 x — S1)2 + (Y 	 S2)2 + (Z — S3)1
,
as before x, y, z and x, y, z, are the satellite Earth fixed geocentric parameters
and S I , S 21 S. are current beacon coordinates. The first part of the computa-
tional problem thus becomes the evaluation of partial derivatives R	 aR
a^
and a which must be computed at the time of each data point collection to
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form the overdetermined set of linear equations. In this regard —
aR	 aR aS t 	 aF as2	 aR aS3
d^ 
W 
ast a^ + aS2 	 + aS3 30	 A-16
-a _ aR ast + aR -3s2	
A-17
ax	 as $ ak	 '3s2 ak
aR
aB - 1.0	 A-18
The parts of A-16, , A-17, and A-18 which are not a function of the data are:
aSt
30 = - v sin 0 cos k	 A-19
aS2
2	
= - v s in o sink	 A-20
S3
a	 = v (1 - e2 ) cos ^	 A-21
aSt
	
(v + h) cos ^b sin X _ - S 1	 A-22
as2
a k	 (v + h) cos ^b dos .k = S3 	A-23
The parts of A-16, A-- 17, and A-18 which must be computed at each data time
are:
aR	 R(x -- S t }	 1
aS = -x+	 R	
R	
A°24
t
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.^R	 R(Y - 5,}	 1
5	 - y	 A-25}	 R	 R 
>R	 R(z - S3)
r\-26
? S3	 	 R
In this mainner equations A-16, A-17, and A-18 are evaluated at each data time
and are used as the basic input to the normal equations which can be written
as:
a ll	 1112	 a	
7C 17,
a,^	 ass	 1	 c,,	 A-27
j	 E
L3!	 `132	 X33 l	 L	 3^
or symbolically
A to	 C
Ci,	 A -1 C
adhere for n data points:
^^
a	 -	
R	 R	
=
 ' 2112 	
i	 -
S	 ?
^R
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;t
nn c^R
	a t 3 — Y.
	a^	 "31
	
i = 1	 i
	
«	 ^^ 2
a.22
	
=t	 a
ORIGINAL PACE IS
OF POOR QUALPI°Y`
a33 =	 1	 n
i = X
n 3R
X23	 3,`.	 a32
i=1	 i
also
i2
c1	 ^7Ri
^K
c 2	 c\ R
i
i = 1	 L
n
C3
i=!
As the microcomputer steps through the data, which has first been stored
in RANI, it pauses at each data r_.ie and computes the partial derivatives and
range rate residuals and places the result in temporary storage. Each data
point requires less than 1 second of computation time. Once the microcomputer
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,has proc essrri all citttta it rrtmputes the sums iluiir.aWd in A--28 which c •ort•c+; politl
to the sr.tl.a.r c'onsttutts I t t through .a t j .axa► l r t , r , e ,j , o f A .- '-17. Ettu.ation ,•1..';;
is, thetl Solved for .VI . .\\ .uld \ 11 huts obt:iinittg A S0111ticatt f0l' t 0lh'On 10C itiOtt
mum frequoucy (ronge rata) Was. This t. kvs less than .10 socomis. 't by now
v alau's of	 \ and ti tarn then usod as tut .a priori for tho noxt iteration mid :!o
on. Although ti- partic filar 	 Wns 11 Vogt , .lMMfOri to tietermitt0
ltatitutle and longitude of Stationary or sli wlv moving t. onvon8 ttsilig ont) nr tWO
I opplor ti.at.a sp. is, the , oxtru-,ion to moving hv.tcons and height rt , oN . c, t •^ i^ .al tt	 .
bring investipttod. If .a sufficient (lu.uatity of Doltplol' ti.ttta is z1vnilable it is ill
larinc• iplo .t simplo Stop it) modify the, forogoing vtiu.tt:ikills to h.uuile .0ditiona.tl
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